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As recognized, adventure as competently as experience just about lesson, amusement, as without difficulty as understanding can be gotten by
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Face Paint Nov 24 2021 The “exquisite and richly illustrated” New York Times bestseller from the renowned makeup artist, “a retrospective
written for all women, everywhere” (Vogue France). Makeup, as we know it, has only been commercially available in the last 100 years, but
applying decoration to the face and body may be one of the oldest global social practices. In Face Paint, Lisa Eldridge reveals the entire
history of the art form, from Egyptian and Classical times up through the Victorian age and golden era of Hollywood, and also surveys the
cutting-edge makeup science of today and tomorrow. Face Paint explores the practical and idiosyncratic reasons behind makeup’s use, the
actual materials employed over generations, and the glamorous icons that people emulate, it is also a social history of women and the ways in
which we can understand their lives through the prism and impact of makeup. “Makeup artist and Lancome global creative director Lisa
Eldridge drops serious knowledge in Face Paint, her book on the history of beautifying.” —Marie Claire “Clear your coffee table and turn off
YouTube—Lisa Eldridge’s book is a must read.” —Teen Vogue “The book is not only rich with history but also with a series of paintings,
sketches and photographs in an intense array of colors, selected by the make-up artist herself in the most aesthetically pleasing universal
statement to women you’ll ever see.” —Vogue France “Face Paint delves into the history of makeup, with glossy pictures to match . . . the
book’s cover is striking.” —New York Post
A Garden of Birds Aug 10 2020 Join David in this beautiful study of artistic bird painting. David has been painting all varieties of styles of
birds for over 35 years. Now, he will take you on a journey through some of his favorite and most popular techniques. Learn how to incorporate
those techniques into your own style as he shows you a variety of painting options you can use to capture the image. Rather than render each
bird as a realistic impression, David will show you how to use the principle of art to not only paint an accurate rendition of the subject, but also
how to turn the subject matter into a beautiful artistic painting using both old techniques from the masters as well as modern techniques from
today's favorite styles. Over 700 step photos for the 9 lessons. David also demonstrates how to sketch your subject, draw an accurate
representation, turning birds and placing multiple birds in pleasing arrangements that you can then turn into a beautiful work of art with a
variety of techniques. New lessons on color theory and mixing as well as multiple palette choices so you can develop your own particular style.
If you have ever wanted to learn how to artistically paint beautiful birds, this is the book and video set for you. Heritage MultiMedia Palette
Naphthol Red Light Red Violet Pine Green Burnt Sienna Burnt Umber Hansa Yellow Titanium White Carbon Black Phthalo Blue Global Art
Supply Brushes Fusion 3/4 Inch Flat Fusion Watercolor Flat- 4, 6, 8 Fusion Watercolor Round #4, #8 Optional- # 4 Bristle Filbert Liquitex # 5
palette knife Raphael 16684 # 3 Quill
Everybody's Paint Book Oct 04 2022
Paint by Sticker: Music Icons Apr 29 2022 Paint by Sticker is the most exciting new idea in activity books, both for grown-ups and kids. A
compelling activity for crafters and artists, doodlers and colorers of all ages, each Paint by Sticker book includes everything you need to create
twelve vibrant, full-color “paintings.” The original images are rendered in low-poly, a computer graphics style using geometric polygon shapes
to create a 3D effect. As in paint-by-number, each template is divided into dozens of spaces, each with a number that corresponds to a
particular sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next, and the next, and the next—it’s an activity that’s utterly
absorbing, both in the pleasure of peeling and sticking and the growing satisfaction of watching a “painting” come to life, emerging from a flat
black-and-white illustration to a dazzling image with color, body, and spirit. Paint by Sticker: Music Icons brings us face-to-face with Elvis, The
Beatles, Beyoncé, David Bowie, Cher, Prince, Michael Jackson, Kurt Cobain, Madonna, Nina Simone, Dolly Parton, and "Weird Al" Yankovic.
Watercolor for the Artistically Undiscovered Aug 02 2022 A playful guide to learning the art of watercolor painting combines storytelling with
instruction and includes a complete set of watercolor paints and a brush.
My First Paint Book Sep 22 2021 Includes step-by-step instructions for a variety of painting projects, including collages, prints, and stencils
Draw Paint Print like the Great Artists Feb 25 2022 In this imaginative new activity book, Marion Deuchars makes learning about art fun.
Young readers are introduced to more than thirty great artists, then encouraged to try out the techniques that lie behind their greatest works.
Short and accessible facts about each artist's life and works are followed by creative projects that Marion has devised based on the artist's
particular techniques. Take your pencil for a walk in the spirit of Paul Klee, experiment with color like Joan Miró, or create your own surrealistinspired artwork.
How to Make a Watercolor Paint Itself Jan 27 2022 Award-winning artist Nita Engle's breakthrough approach to watercolor shows readers
how to combine spontaneity and control to produce glowing, realistic paintings. Her method begins with action-filled exercises that
demonstrate how to play with paint, following no rules. Subsequent step-by-step projects add planning to the mix, demonstrating how to turn
loose washes into light-filled watercolors with textural effects achieved by spraying, sprinkling, pouring, squirting, or stamping paint. Engle's
approach, and her results, are dramatic and dynamic; now watercolor artists can create their own exciting paintings with help from How to
Make a Watercolor Paint Itself.

Spray Paint Paper Crafts Mar 05 2020 Krylon's state-of-the-art and easy-to-use spray paints and finishes are great tools for taking paper
crafting from ho-hum to innovative. Use them to beautifully enhance scrapbook layouts, creatively alter books, expertly enhance cards and
tags, and magnificently decorate home accessories. Every project will look unique! -- book jacket.
War Paint Jul 29 2019 Helena Rubinstein and Elizabeth Arden's remarkable rivalry was ruthless, relentless and legendary--pushing both
women to build international beauty empires in a world dominated by men.
The Natural Paint Book Nov 05 2022 Citing a high number of pollutants in today's indoor environments, a comprehensive guide to making
organic, all-natural paint and finish alternatives offers step-by-step instructions on how to convert readily available ingredients. Original. 15,000
first printing.
The Lost Painting Nov 12 2020 Told with consummate skill by the writer of the bestselling, award-winning A Civil Action, The Lost Painting is
a remarkable synthesis of history and detective story. An Italian village on a hilltop near the Adriatic coast, a decaying palazzo facing the sea,
and in the basement, cobwebbed and dusty, lit by a single bulb, an archive unknown to scholars. Here, a young graduate student from Rome,
Francesca Cappelletti, makes a discovery that inspires a search for a work of art of incalculable value, a painting lost for almost two centuries.
The artist was Caravaggio, a master of the Italian Baroque. He was a genius, a revolutionary painter, and a man beset by personal demons.
Four hundred years ago, he drank and brawled in the taverns and streets of Rome, moving from one rooming house to another, constantly in
and out of jail, all the while painting works of transcendent emotional and visual power. He rose from obscurity to fame and wealth, but
success didn’t alter his violent temperament. His rage finally led him to commit murder, forcing him to flee Rome a hunted man. He died
young, alone, and under strange circumstances. Caravaggio scholars estimate that between sixty and eighty of his works are in existence
today. Many others–no one knows the precise number–have been lost to time. Somewhere, surely, a masterpiece lies forgotten in a
storeroom, or in a small parish church, or hanging above a fireplace, mistaken for a mere copy. Prizewinning author Jonathan Harr embarks
on an spellbinding journey to discover the long-lost painting known as The Taking of Christ–its mysterious fate and the circumstances of its
disappearance have captivated Caravaggio devotees for years. After Francesca Cappelletti stumbles across a clue in that dusty archive, she
tracks the painting across a continent and hundreds of years of history. But it is not until she meets Sergio Benedetti, an art restorer working in
Ireland, that she finally manages to assemble all the pieces of the puzzle. Praise for The Lost Painting “Jonathan Harr has gone to the trouble
of writing what will probably be a bestseller . . . rich and wonderful. . . . In truth, the book reads better than a thriller. . . . If you're a sucker for
Rome, and for dusk . . . [you'll] enjoy Harr's more clearly reported details about life in the city.”—The New York Times Book Review “Jonathan
Harr has taken the story of the lost painting, and woven from it a deeply moving narrative about history, art and taste—and about the greed,
envy, covetousness and professional jealousy of people who fall prey to obsession. It is as perfect a work of narrative nonfiction as you could
ever hope to read.”—The Economist
Digital Costume Design & Rendering Oct 31 2019 Explains how to use Adobe Photoshop and Corel Painter for fashion and costume
design, covering such topics as program basics, working with colors, and commanding layers.
Oil Painting Every Day Aug 29 2019 In Oil Painting Every Day you’ll learn a fun, modern approach to oil painting that allows you to build a
solid foundation of skills and techniques for painting contemporary landscapes, seascapes, florals, still lifes, portraits, and more.
How to Paint Muscle Cars & Show Cars Like a Pro Sep 30 2019 The value and collectability of muscle cars has never been higher. Models
that sold for $30,000 at auction 10 years ago are now going for quadruple that in many cases. The charts showing auction results, sale prices,
and car value have a continuous upward trajectory. As such, some rare models of muscle cars are now valued in the realm of historically highvalued classic, sports, and show cars. Who would have dreamed that a Hemi 'Cuda convertible would be selling for Duesenberg or Ferrari
money these days? Of course, when values of muscle cars increase to such an extent, the care and detail spent on restoration becomes
vitally important, putting them into the exotic and show car realm. Naturally, the most visible aspect of a full-blown restoration is the paintwork.
Veteran author Tony Thacker teams up with LA-based award-winning painter extraordinaire Mick Jenkins to bring you this complete guide to
show-quality painting. Included is all the information on how to create a show-quality finish, including chapters on making a plan, the tools
needed for the job, complete disassembly information, repair versus replacement decisions, metal prep, the latest and best paint products,
application, custom finishes, and more.
Paint Paint Paint Sep 10 2020 “PBS star Payne-Rutter (host of Paint! Paint! Paint!) showcases different artisans and decorative ideas. [She]
concentrates on the images, using backgrounds like distressing, crackling, sponging, and spattering. Sidebars add to the illustrated step-bystep directions, and colorful photographs are included for each of the 30-plus projects.”—Booklist.
Daring Adventures in Paint Feb 02 2020 Daring Adventures in Paint is a colorful, whimsical adventure of a book that explores inspirational
paint and mixed-media techniques. Written by the well-loved artist/illustrator/blogger Mati Rose McDonough, this book's approach to making
art is a bit like uncovering a hidden treasure, a treasure that resides within each aspiring artist. Through a myriad of both practical applications
and creative exercises, Mati shows artists how to "find their magic"—the place of confidence from which they can access the vision of what they
want to share with the world.
Let's Paint! May 07 2020 Warm, vibrant and amusing, this is a joyous picture-book exploration of the messy and marvellous world of art. It will
give every child the courage and inspiration to express their creativity.
Why Cats Paint Jul 01 2022 An unprecedented photographic record of cat creativity that will intrigue cat lovers and art lovers alike.
Foundations of Classical Oil Painting Apr 17 2021 Professional painting instructor Lea Colie Wight demystifies the formulaic process of oil
painting into a simple approach to help you paint confidently and accurately in full color. Develop a core foundational skill set to develop your
paintings and discover a signature way of working from life that can be applied to figure painting, portraits, landscapes and still life. Though the
focus is on oils, the methods in this book can be applied to all painting mediums including as acrylic, pastel and watercolor. • Informative
lessons and simple exercises help to build confidence and lay the foundations for successful oil painting • Learn a straightforward system for
painting realistically with a focus on accurate color. • 4 full-length step-by-step demonstrations show how to paint a figure, a portrait, a still life
and a landscape
Painting Can Save Your Life Oct 12 2020 Artist and founder of The Painting School Sara Woster invites readers into the vibrant world of
painting as a creative practice powerful enough to transform our lives. Sara Woster is a painter, teacher, and art evangelist. She believes in art
as a form of mindfulness, a ritual for healing, and an outlet for self-expression. In Painting Can Save Your Life, Woster welcomes readers into
this transformative art form, inviting them to pick up a brush and discover how painting can help you see the world in a whole new way.
Weaving soup-to-nuts instruction on how to paint—from choosing the right materials to painting the human body—with her own story of
discovering a passion for painting, this book includes: simple and easy techniques for painters of all skill levels playful and challenging painting
exercises tips on how to build a creative community using art insights on how to use painting to cultivate a sense of calm in a stressful world
Part how-to-paint, part sheer inspiration, Painting Can Save Your Life is a wise and inspiring guide to the power of painting.
Paint by Number Jul 09 2020 "The how-to craze that swept the nation."--Cover subtitle.

How to Paint Your Car May 19 2021
Kitty Cat and the Paint Dec 02 2019 Designed to be used by children in their first six months of school PM Starters One and Two
Pop-Out and Paint Dogs and Cats Jun 07 2020 Hours of fun for crafty kids! With these clear, fully illustrated, step-by-step instructions, kids
ages 8 to 14 can create realistic stand-up paper models of their favorite dog and cat breeds. Simply pop out any of the 20 sturdy templates
and use paint, craft paper, and glue to bring it to life! There are 13 dog breeds, including a German Shepherd, a Labrador Retriever, a Beagle,
a Jack Russell Terrier, and a Poodle, and 5 cat breeds -- a Siamese, a Manx, a Russian Blue, an American Shorthair, and an American
Longhair. This third book in the best-selling Pop-Out & Paint series features new techniques, such as rag painting and using a pencil eraser
dipped in paint, and includes instructions for making water bowls, leashes, cat toys, and more things a happy pet needs.
Brave Intuitive Painting-Let Go, Be Bold, Unfold! Jul 21 2021 Adopt a spontaneous, bold, and fearless approach to painting as a process of
discovery—one that results in lush and colorful finished works that will beg to be displayed. This inspiring and encouraging book for both novice
and experienced painters teaches how to create colorful, exciting, expressive paintings through a variety of techniques, combining basic,
practical painting principles with innovative personal self-expression. Flora S. Bowley's fun and forgiving approach to painting is based on the
notion that “You don't begin with a preconceived painting in mind; you allow the painting to unfold.” Illustrating how to work in layers, Flora
gives you the freedom to cover up, re-start, wipe away, and change courses many times along the way. Unexpected and unique compositions,
color combinations, and subject matter appear as you allow your paintings to emerge in an organic, unplanned way while working from a place
of curiosity and letting go of fear. —Learn techniques for working with vibrant color and avoiding mud. —Make rich and varied marks with a
variety of unexpected tools. —Break compositional rules. —Embrace nonattachment as a way to keep exploring. —Keep momentum by moving
your body and staying positive. —Work with what's working to let go of struggle. —Connect more deeply to the world around you to stay
inspired. —Embrace layers to create rich complex paintings. —Find rhythm by spiraling between chaos and order.
Tropical Paradise Scenes to Paint Or Color Jan 15 2021 Windswept beaches. Swaying palm trees. Gorgeous sunsets. Colorists and other
artists can escape to exotic, faraway places with this collection of 23 breathtaking scenes. Perforated pages make it easy to remove each
illustration.
Oil Painting For Dummies Feb 13 2021 Nobody ever said that oil painting was easy. But it gets much easier and a lot more fun when you
follow a step-by-step approach that starts you off on the right foot, helps you build your skills one at a time, and gives you plenty of exercises
to develop your craft. That’s what you’ll find in Oil Painting For Dummies. Completely free of arty jargon, this full-color guide has all the handson instruction you need to master the basics. You’ll see how to plan a painting, build an image in layers, mix colors, and create stunning
compositions. You’ll also find everything you need to know about oil paints, solvents, and pigments; brushes, palettes, and painting surfaces;
and how to keep costs down at the art supply store. Discover how to: Choose the right supplies Set up your studio and care for your
equipment Handle your materials safely Develop your design and composition skills Make practice sketches and studies Use broken stroke,
dry brush, glazing, scraffito and other brush strokes Try out different compositions Mix any color you want Simplify tricky still-life subjects Paint
landscapes and common objects out doors Paint portraits and the human form Complete with handy color chart, basic materials list, and a
very useful viewing square, Oil Painting For Dummies is the fun and easy way to discover your inner artist!
Paris Paint Box Dec 14 2020 Paris Paint Box, New and Selected Poems, brings together over forty-five years of poetry by Helena Minton. The
book opens with a sequence about the life and work of the French Impressionist painter, Berthe Morisot. Additional new poems focus on
everyday moments, and meditations on the past. In selections from her previous work, poems touch on family, gardens, New England history
and landscapes, and the Alaska wilderness. In a quiet but determined voice, the poet draws the reader into her world with direct, spare
language and a keen eye to detail.
Painting in Acrylic Mar 17 2021 Ideal for beginning and intermediate artists seeking to develop their acrylic painting skills, Painting inAcrylic
features a range of techniques and valuable instruction for working with this classic medium and painting a variety of subjects. Beginning with
detailed information for using acrylic tools and materials, Painting in Acrylic introduces artists to the basics, including brushes, supports, acrylic
mediums, color palettes, and other essentials for using this fast-drying paint. Artists will learn about color theory, the color wheel, and such
basic techniques as impasto, stippling, glazing, drybrushing, washes, and creating an underpainting. Aspiring artists will explore value,
perspective, light, shadow, and form, as well as how to effectively render a variety of textures, including wood, foliage, glass, metal, water,
rock, and more. Engaging, approachable step-by-step projects appeal to artists of all skill levels and cover a range of subject matter, including
still lifes, animals, tabletop compositions, landscapes, flowers, trees, and more, from start to finish. A professional acrylic painter provides easyto-follow, comprehensive instruction and inspiration so artists can put their newfound skills to practical use as they discover the secrets to
mastering this lightweight, versatile, and easy-to-use medium. Perfect for first-time acrylic painters, as well as experienced artists looking to
refine their technique, Painting in Acrylic inspires creativity, provides suggestions for overcoming technical obstacles, and includes plenty of
useful tips and encouragement. With comprehensive, valuable information; stunning artwork; and a fresh take on a traditional medium,
Painting in Acrylic is the perfect addition to any artist’s library.
How to Paint Sep 03 2022 Start Painting Today! Covering the three most popular types of painting: watercolors, acrylics and oils, this
comprehensive step-by-step guide provides basic information on materials and techniques as well as an exciting series of demonstrations
aimed at complete beginners. The unique approach of this book is so simple that the reader can start immediately on original and exciting
projects. Each section has practical information on materials and equipment and includes a gallery of work by various artists to inspire the
beginner. The projects cover all types of subjects, including landscapes, still life, people, flowers, animals and buildings. Within each section
the demonstrations provide instruction in a whole range of different techniques from the basic brushstrokes to using resist and painting with a
knife. Filled with stunning artworks and inspiring projects, this book will help beginners to achieve immediate and impressive results with a
minimum of practice. Inside How to Paint Comprehensive step-by-step introduction to painting for aspiring artists. Even complete beginners
can quickly achieve immediate and impressive results. Covers all aspects of painting, including acrylics, oil paintings and watercolors. Learn to
paint landscapes, still life, people, flowers, animals, and buildings. 38 step-by-step projects each illustrate a different painting technique.
Practical advice on choosing the best materials and equipment to get the most out of your painting. Includes inspirational galleries and
essential basic techniques sections to develop your artistic skills. More than 350 beautiful color photographs.
Watercolor for the Absolute Beginner Jan 03 2020 Start painting today - it's easier than you think. If you've ever dreamed of painting in
watercolor, this is the book for you. It's designed to help you start experiencing the joy of watercolor immediately - even if you've never picked
up a brush. Mark and Mary Willenbrink provide all the guidance and encouragement you need. Their painting techniques, tips and tricks help
make every step you take a success, from selecting colors to designing a composition. It's like having two private art instructors right there at
your side. In no time at all you'll be hanging original works of art - pieces you'll be proud to show to family and friends. The Willenbrinks' easyto-follow instruction ensures it.
Paint Handbook Jun 19 2021 How to select and apply the right paint or coating for any surface. The first major reference to help you choose

the correct paint or other finish to do the job best on a particular surface exposed to a particular environment. Experts in the field give full
advice on testing surface preparation, application, corrosion prevention, and troubleshooting. The handbook covers wood, metal, composites,
and masonry, as well as marine applications and roof coatings. A ``must'' working tool for contractors, architects, engineers, specification
writers, and paint dealers.
How to Design and Apply Automotive and Motorcycle Paint and Graphics Oct 24 2021 In How to Design and Apply Automotive and
Motorcycle Paint and Graphics, award-winning custom painter JoAnn Bortles covers the most popular custom painting styles and techniques
in an easy-to-understand format.
Blood Water Paint Dec 26 2021 "Haunting ... teems with raw emotion, and McCullough deftly captures the experience of learning to behave
in a male-driven society and then breaking outside of it."—The New Yorker "I will be haunted and empowered by Artemisia Gentileschi's story
for the rest of my life."—Amanda Lovelace, bestselling author of the princess saves herself in this one A William C. Morris Debut Award Finalist
2018 National Book Award Longlist Her mother died when she was twelve, and suddenly Artemisia Gentileschi had a stark choice: a life as a
nun in a convent or a life grinding pigment for her father's paint. She chose paint. By the time she was seventeen, Artemisia did more than
grind pigment. She was one of Rome's most talented painters, even if no one knew her name. But Rome in 1610 was a city where men took
what they wanted from women, and in the aftermath of rape Artemisia faced another terrible choice: a life of silence or a life of truth, no matter
the cost. He will not consume my every thought. I am a painter. I will paint. Joy McCullough's bold novel in verse is a portrait of an artist as a
young woman, filled with the soaring highs of creative inspiration and the devastating setbacks of a system built to break her. McCullough
weaves Artemisia's heartbreaking story with the stories of the ancient heroines, Susanna and Judith, who become not only the subjects of two
of Artemisia's most famous paintings but sources of strength as she battles to paint a woman's timeless truth in the face of unspeakable and
all-too-familiar violence. I will show you what a woman can do. ?"A captivating and impressive."—Booklist, starred review ?"Belongs on every
YA shelf."—SLJ, starred review ?"Haunting."—Publishers Weekly, starred review ?"Luminous."—Shelf Awareness, starred review
Easy Paint Makeovers for Fabrics, Floors & Furniture Jun 27 2019 Oh, what a splash of paint can do to customize a home! Ordinary
tables, chairs, clocks, cabinets, floorcloths, and more go under the whimsical paintbrush—and emerge transformed into hip, fashionable, and
unabashedly colorful furniture and accessories. Anyone can do it: no art training is needed to complete these projects, devised by the owners
of the popular Purple Cow store. Their trademark creations will cheer up any space, thanks to the bright hues, primitive and rustic styles, and
abundance of plaids, zig-zags, dots, and swirls. Highlights include a leopard-spotted dining table, gingham lampshade with woven ribbon, and
pink shutters.
In the Paint Aug 22 2021 Matt loves playing basketball more than anything, so he's thrilled when he makes the varsity team in middle school,
but dealing with the pressure to play well and alongside a teammate with a bad attitude might be more than he can handle.
Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes: Boats & Harbours in Watercolour Apr 05 2020 An ideal beginner's guide to painting boats and harbours in
watercolour for artists who are short on time. This guide to painting boats and harbours in watercolour is ideal if you want to learn to paint but
are short on time. Broken down into 33 quick and easy paintings that take no more than 30 minutes to complete, this basic course will teach
you all the skills you need to paint boats, yachts or barges on calm seas or raging waves, including how to depict reflections in water or
realistic surf. The 30-minute paintings are all worked at postcard size - ideal for a 6 x 4in (A6) watercolour pad, and tracings are included for
those with limited drawing skills. Each small painting is a work of art in its own right, and can be stored in your portfolio for reference later, or
framed and hung on the wall to impress your friends. The book is broken down into six chapters that focus, respectively, on portraying skies
and water, texture and effects, boats themselves, boat and harbour details, waterside buildings and people and animals; through the 33
projects the reader will also be introduced to some of the techniques and tips that Charles Evans has learned along the way. The final section
of the book contains three complete paintings that demonstrate how to combine all the techniques and elements of painting boats and
harbours, gleaned from the preceding chapters. These paintings, too, are accompanied by actual-size tracings. There are 33 tracings in all to
help you compose your own paintings of boats and harbours, and their details and environs.
Paint it May 31 2022 "Step-by-step guides show how to create a variety of projects using acrylics, oils, watercolors, and pastels"--Provided by
publisher.
Paint by Sticker Kids: Dinosaurs Mar 29 2022 Paint by Sticker Kids just gets stronger and stronger, with the last three titles—Unicorns &
Magic, Halloween, and Christmas—on fire. With over 1.7 million copies in print, and with sales increasing every season, it is the phenomenal
activity book series that marries the joy of paint by number and coloring with every kid’s favorite thing—stickers. And now add dinosaurs—what
could be better? Kids will have a blast “painting” an armored Ankylosaurus, and an agile Velociraptor, now known to have been covered in
feathers. And don’t forget about the king of them all: a ferocious T-Rex, which could eat 500 pounds of meat in one bite! New to the series, on
the back of each image is a paragraph of lively text packed with facts about the dinosaur pictured, how it lived, and how to pronounce its
name. Designed especially for children and their smaller hands, the Paint by Sticker Kids series offers a quiet, completely absorbing, no-mess
activity that—bonus!—encourages kids to practice number recognition without them even thinking they’re doing math. The way it works is
simple: Find the numbered sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next, and the next—and see the images come to life in the
“low-poly” style that uses geometric shapes. The card-stock pages are perforated, allowing the artwork to be easily removed so kids can hang
them up as decorations or proudly display them on the fridge. In other words, hours and hours of artistic fun with none of the hassle or
cleanup!
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